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Introduction
In this book I will give you everything you need to help you get the most from your Asteroids
Astrology Reading.  Even though astrology may sometimes be hard to understand, you will find
that with a detailed reading like asteroids you will get
to the bottom of every aspect of your personality and
really get a lot out of it!

What do you stand to gain? A deep knowledge of who
you are and how you operate can really give you an
edge when it comes to achieving more in your life,
reaching goals, attracting a mate, and even finding that
perfect job. It all comes down to how comfortable you
are in your own skin. What you know about how you
operate can make everything run smoothly. You will
know why something is not working the way you want,
or what exactly is going wrong with how you are trying
to get what you want out of life.

Look at each asteroid for the energy it brings and how it
affects your life. Look at the sign, house, and aspects
behind the asteroid too as they reveal the shadow sides.

Knowing the shadow sides of yourself and how they
change the way you think and act is really important. Especially as you focus on relationships,
your career and how you go about achieving your goals.
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What Are Asteroids and Why Are They Important?
That’s a great question.  Let’s
take some time to explore
asteroids as they are featured
in an astrology chart. Every
natal, or birth astrology chart
that you see focuses on the
planets (Sun, Moon, Mercury,
Mars, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, Pluto, Neptune), the
house positions and the
angles that those planets
make with each other, and
other aspects of your chart.

While this is a great start, it’s
really only the basics of what
you can discover from a detailed Astrology chart.  To do that you have to look to other aspects,
planets, and you have to tie those in with your overall chart. Asteroids Astrology Reading gives
you everything you need to know about the positions and angles of five major Asteroids in your
chart. This includes the four that are true asteroids, and Chiron which is considered a ‘planetoid’
because it is so large.

Chiron is the only male energy of the five asteroids that we will consider, but it is a valuable one.
The position of Chiron deals with the healer side of yourself and how you heal. I believe it is the
most important for finding your relationship shadow and I consider it to be the relationship
barometer. It can explain a lot about how you relate to others, and how you heal when a
relationship ends. More importantly it deals with how you heal yourself when you are in a
position of loss.

All four of the other major asteroids that we will look at are named after female Olympic (Greek)
goddesses. You can see that the feminine traits and how they operate are highlighted in your
asteroids reading.  Each goddess has her own traits/qualities and each also has a ‘shadow side’
quality that brings out the hidden aspects of the personality to the forefront. Let’s look at each
asteroid on its own and see how it affects you.

Asteroid Chiron – The Wounded Healer
Chiron, often referred to as the wounded healer is the first asteroid that we will look at in your
chart. Remember that each asteroid will have an effect on you, and your emotions/personality
traits and strengths, as well as indicate the darker (shadow side) of these emotional aspects.
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Chiron Background
Chiron is a centaur (half-horse/half
man).  However, unlike the rest of
centaurs, he was an immortal god
and the son of Kronos, and half-
brother of Zeus. Chiron's mother, a
nymph named Philyra happened to
be coupling with Kronos when
Kronos wife appeared. To escape
being seen by his wife, he
transformed himself into a horse and
this is how Chiron came to be born as
a half-horse/half-man.

As a centaur he displayed self-mastery and wisdom and was known for being gifted in the arts,
healing as well as war and statesmanship. Because of his wisdom and strengths he became a
mentor to other hero's, kings and their sons. His service was so great that he was granted
immortality. Unfortunately, one day he was wounded in the foot accidentally by one of his own
arrows. Because he was immortal, the result of this mishap was that Chiron would have to suffer
eternally with the pain of a poisoned wound that would never heal. To gain freedom from the
suffering he relinquished his immortality and eventually died. This brought him relief from his
suffering, at the cost of his own death. You can see how powerfully these qualities can affect
your own personality and emotions when applied to the location of Chiron in your own chart.

Chiron Astronomy
While technically known as a planetoid, Chiron was discovered in 1977. Chiron crosses back and
forth between Saturn and Uranus, in essence swinging back and forth between authority and
spiritual service to others. It is the only asteroid that makes a movement like that in the entire
asteroid belt. This quality greatly affects how it will have an effect on you, sometimes giving rise
to emotions related to authority and those in higher positions over you (Saturn:8), and other
times effecting your to intuition to work with others as a leader/healer (Uranus:9).

Chiron and Your Emotions
While the movement is between Saturn and Uranus, the deeper meaning is that Chiron represents
the inner world of Uranus and the ideas and effects it brings to the outer world of Saturn. There
is a deeper side to this that affects your ability to function in relationships and to accept how they
end, since Chiron also deals with grieving and death (or ending) and how you bring this about in
your daily life.  Because it is the only male centered asteroid that we will consider, women can
look at Chiron as the representation of how they deal with men and relationships throughout their
life!  Now, that’s a lot of heady information.

Chiron and the Astrological Sign
All asteroids will affect you in a specific way based on where the asteroid appears in your
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astrological chart (the astrological sign), and which sign that it appears in. With Chiron though
it’s even more important as it holds a greater impact than the other asteroids, because it is much
larger in size, and because it bounces back and forth between Saturn and Uranus, right at the
crossing point between the inner and outer planets.

Chiron and the Power Signs
When Chiron is in one of the ‘power signs’: Aries, Leo, Gemini, Capricorn or Scorpio your
relationships will be initiated forcefully and you will usually be the one that likes to control. If
you have Chiron in a softer sign, look for your relationships to slowly brew over time before they
reach their deepest passion. Read the chart below to get a better idea on what this means for your
ability to relate to others (especially men). You might want to look up the Chiron location for
men in your life as well:

Chiron’s
Sign

Shadow Meaning

Leo Independence and originality are important. You deal with relationships in your own
way, and if you are wounded you may heal by isolating yourself.

Cancer Nurturing and caring for others is what you value most. You handle relationships most
when you are caring for others, and nurturing them. If you get hurt in a relationship,
you seek out old friends to help you heal.

Gemini You prefer to initiate and talk about relationships incessantly. You may either blurt out
anything on your mind, or become silent when you get hurt by others.

Taurus You may be possessive and overly dependent on others in relationships. You need
someone you can rely on, stable, and practical. When you get hurt you may bury
yourself in work.

Aries You enjoy assertive behavior, either your own, or from your partner. You may look to
your partner for your own identity. When hurt you may quickly try to find yourself in
another relationship even though you are not fully healed.

Pisces Compassion and sensitivity are most important to you in relationships. You look for
dreamy, mystical and intuitive partners. When you get hurt you retreat into a world of
dreams sleeping too much, or seeking help from your dream guides.

Aquarius Unique, creative and progressive are your keys to relationships. You tend to be
reserved. When you get hurt you may hide in your home alone until the emotions
become bearable.

Capricorn You get turned on by authority and you seek it out in relationships. You love material
and physical prowess. When you get hurt you may seek to become the authority on
your own.

Sagittarius You love upbeat, extravagant and enthusiastic people, especially in relationships.
When you get hurt you may become loud and overly talkative.

Scorpio Power and secrecy rule your relationships. You may fall for anyone asking you to
engage in a secretive tryst. When you get hurt, you isolate yourself completely.

Libra You love partnerships and relationships, but your strong desire to be in one may scare
others off. When you get hurt you seek advice from previous partners.

Virgo You love relationships that are meticulous and organized. You require your partner to
be particular, especially about details. When you get hurt, you try to devise an
organization plan that can be used to heal.
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Chiron and the Astrological House
The astrological house that Chiron appears in has a direct effect on the areas of life that your
emotions, healing, and how you deal with relationships play out!  I know, that sounds like a lot
of Chiron effect, and it is, but there is still plenty you can do to counteract any negative
placements, or to work with the placement that you have.

For example, Chiron in the third house indicates a lot of communication and talk about
relationships, and it means that you may feel stressed about your ability to let others know how
you really feel. If it’s in the 10th house it has more to do with career and material success.  Use
the chart below to understand Chiron’s effect on your chart, or anyone else that you may know.

Chiron’s House Meaning and Shadow Remedy
1st - Motivation You are fully motivated to heal and help others. In relationships you like to take the

lead and you enjoy rooting for the underdog. Someone who you may never have a
relationship with (one that is unattainable) is most exciting. Remedy: try to take the
time to spiritually connect with someone before starting a relationship.

2nd - Possessions When it comes to healing and relating to others – you see money as the holy grail.
Unfortunately you may not have your own money problems under control as you
sometimes like to let others pay for you. Remedy: do not expect financial gains
from helping others, instead try to bring a little sexiness into your relationships and
base them on romance.

3rd - Communicate The mind and intellect are where you find truth and love in relationships. You may
like to talk about things, or think them through before getting in too deep.
Remedy: take the initiative and pay attention to the needs of others, especially in
your close relationships.

4th - Family Family issues come up over and over in your life. If you did not have a problem with
your father, then just being ‘at home’ was an issue for you. You may be good at
helping others with their family issues, but not solving your own. Remedy: consider
going back to college, or studying for a degree in alternative health.

5th - Pleasure Sexual pleasure and games are the key to how you relate and heal. You love every
bit of pleasing others, so much that you may not ever feel satisfied yourself.
Remedy: spend extra time being friends with others first, before getting sexually
involved.

6th - Health You are most interested in being healthy, and teaching others to be healthy too. In
relationships you demand to be cared for by others.  Even when they do, you may
still feel unfulfilled. Remedy: go the extra distance to bring your family into your
life as much as possible, but in a way where you care for them.

7th - Partnerships You are one that enjoys nurturing others. You may spend far too much time caring
for someone else as a way to heal yourself.  You may also be untruthful sometimes
in relationships. Remedy: reawaken your passion through sexuality.

8th - Sex You may enjoy counseling others about sex, or even nurturing them as your partner.
But, in the end you expect financial help from others, or you may be likely to give
too much. You are able to truly heal others – as long as you are not focused on
healing yourself. Remedy: come down to reality and ground yourself.

9th - Education Learning, reading and education hold the power to heal within your soul. You truly
feel healed and more receptive to others with higher degrees. You sometimes find
pleasure in fanatical behavior (churches, or schools). Remedy: learn to value the
mind for what it is, and use communication (self-expression) to get through to
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others.
10th - Career A career in health or healing (medical) really open you up to relationships. You

enjoy being with others who have the same career. You have a drive to help and heal
others before yourself, especially in relationships. Remedy: find value in help others
financially and spend less time with those you may not relate to fully.

11th - Friends You love being with friends and these partnerships sometimes get in the way of true
relationships. You may be surrounded with friends and not one ‘best friend’, or one
‘romantic partner’. Remedy: try to bring more sexuality and pleasure into your
relationships.

12th -Mysticism You constantly try to heal others as part of feeling loved. You may end up spending
less time with your ‘real family’ and healing yourself less than you need. Remedy:
become more aggressive in forming relationships with others and in helping them to
heal.

Chiron and planetary aspects
Additional aspects that Chiron makes with planets may appear in your Asteroids Astrology
Reading. These aspects provide additional nuances and color to help you get even more details
from your reading. Read through each of the aspects and see how it colors your overall healing
and nurturing qualities as well as your ability to form and heal relationships with others.  You
may want to start a journal of your daily reflections on astrology. Make sure you include a
section on asteroids in your chart, relationships and all of the other personality qualities you find
that are affected by Chiron, as well as the other asteroids included in this book. Fill in the Chiron
Aspects section below for people you know.

Chiron Aspects
Mine:
My Partner:
My Best Friend:
My Father:
My Mother:
My Family:

The remaining asteroids described in this book are feminine in nature and will provide the details
you need to uncover the feminine qualities in your chart.

Asteroid Ceres – Goddess of the Earth
Ceres represents Earth Mother and is known by many to indicate fertility and will indicate your
nurturing style, as well as those things which make you feel that you are nurtured. She rules the
natural world and patterns and rhythm in nature and holds power over death and resurrection.
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Ceres Background
Ceres, also known as Demeter (in Greek), is the daughter of
Saturn and she is a sister to Jupiter. She is also the sister of two
other asteroids: Juno and Vesta.  She is the nature force and
because nature can be fickle you could look at her as
representing the bounty of nature’s gifts, or the dangers of
nature’s catastrophes. However, she also has a deeply spiritual
side and is known as the divine feminine, adding another
dimension of spiritual awareness and nourishment. Because
Ceres refused to give up her lost daughter Proserpine she has
come to be associated as a savior of children. In the myth she
refuses to give up her lost daughter; Proserpine until she has
been recovered and reclaimed from the Underworld. Known as
the goddess of agriculture Ceres is also associated with
reproduction and pregnancy in all women. The cycles and transitions during a woman’s entire
life, as well as all familial bonds and relationships with others (especially those in your
immediate family) are also associated with Ceres. While Ceres is usually seen as the archetype
for a mother, she also represents single mothers and independent women, in general because
Ceres chose to have a baby without a husband. You can see how these qualities can affect your
own personality and emotions, and especially those of any woman – when the location of Ceres
in your own chart is looked at.

Ceres Astronomy
The asteroid Ceres was discovered in January, 1801. Originally thought to be a planet, it was not
until the planetary debate involving Pluto in 2006 that Ceres was assigned the same classification
as Pluto: dwarf planet.

Ceres and Your Emotions
With its association with motherhood Ceres holds a unique association with the Moon. Ceres
may be seen as the more heavenly (spiritual) mother, while the Moon is the human/emotional
aspects of feminine energy. Because of the transformation when Ceres gave up her daughter, the
position of Ceres can be seen to have a direct link to death/rebirth in your own life, and
especially a death/rebirth of your personal self.
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side and is known as the divine feminine, adding another
dimension of spiritual awareness and nourishment. Because
Ceres refused to give up her lost daughter Proserpine she has
come to be associated as a savior of children. In the myth she
refuses to give up her lost daughter; Proserpine until she has
been recovered and reclaimed from the Underworld. Known as
the goddess of agriculture Ceres is also associated with
reproduction and pregnancy in all women. The cycles and transitions during a woman’s entire
life, as well as all familial bonds and relationships with others (especially those in your
immediate family) are also associated with Ceres. While Ceres is usually seen as the archetype
for a mother, she also represents single mothers and independent women, in general because
Ceres chose to have a baby without a husband. You can see how these qualities can affect your
own personality and emotions, and especially those of any woman – when the location of Ceres
in your own chart is looked at.

Ceres Astronomy
The asteroid Ceres was discovered in January, 1801. Originally thought to be a planet, it was not
until the planetary debate involving Pluto in 2006 that Ceres was assigned the same classification
as Pluto: dwarf planet.

Ceres and Your Emotions
With its association with motherhood Ceres holds a unique association with the Moon. Ceres
may be seen as the more heavenly (spiritual) mother, while the Moon is the human/emotional
aspects of feminine energy. Because of the transformation when Ceres gave up her daughter, the
position of Ceres can be seen to have a direct link to death/rebirth in your own life, and
especially a death/rebirth of your personal self.
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Ceres and the Astrological Sign
All asteroids will affect you in a specific way based on where the asteroid appears in your
astrological chart (the astrological sign), and which sign that it appears in. The position of Ceres
will hold a lot of information regarding your spiritual/feminine nature and how it affects your
emotions.

Cere’s Sign Shadow Meaning
Leo You feel nurtured when you are respected and admired. You love feeling like you are

the center of attention.
Cancer You must be at home to feel nurtured and to care for others. You have to feel like

others are mothering you before you really feel that you are being nurtured.
Gemini Talking, or writing to you bring out your true nurturing qualities. You also enjoy short

trips with someone to get the nurturing feelings primed.
Taurus You require material touching, feeling, or being fed before you experience nurturing.

You like to touch and hug others a lot.
Aries Physical activity and being around others help you feel nurtured. You may require less

physical touching than others.
Pisces You have to feel like you are part of a fantasy before nurturing starts to be felt. You

really love being near water and enjoy listening to others.
Aquarius Being with friends brings out your nurturing qualities. You definitely require less

physical contact with others and this may affect your intimate relationships.
Capricorn You get your nurturing feelings from being organized and in total control. Order and

discipline help you heal and nurture others.
Sagittarius You enjoy teaching and helping others to let them feel nurtured. Adventure and long

trips help you too. You certainly make use of your wisdom and love to give advice to
others.

Scorpio Wow, you get your nurturing through sex. You like to help others feel nurtured when
they are your sexual partner. The process of healing and helping others also bring it
about.

Libra You have to be surrounded by beautiful things, and in an environment you love to feel
fully nurtured. You enjoy helping others by helping them find beauty too.

Virgo You need a detailed explanation before you can nurture others. You may be
overcritical of others, even when you are trying to help them.

Ceres and the Astrological House
The astrological house that Ceres appears in has an effect on the type of nurturing you enjoy
most. Use the chart below to understand Ceres’ effect on your chart, or anyone else that you
may know.

Cere’s House Meaning
1st - Motivation You are seen as a mother figure to everyone around you. Even though you may be a

man, you are known for attracting those that need emotional nurturing and help.
2nd - Possessions You have a deep desire to be financially well off, in fact you may need to feel you

are in that position before you can nurture anyone.
3rd - Communicate You like to use your words to nurture and heal others. You may find the perfect fit as

a counselor or psychiatric therapist.
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4th - Family You need to be home to feel nurtured and to nurture and heal others. You find that
you may get healed by being in a home that you enjoy.

5th - Pleasure Excitement and new things nurture and care for you. You feel that have to be doing
something exciting to be nurtured.

6th - Health You only feel truly nurtured by doctors or health care workers. You must be in the
workplace, to nurture others.

7th - Partnerships You need to be in a relationship, or partnership with others to feel nurtured.
Business, or romantic, the partnership is most important.

8th - Sex Sex is the only way you truly feel nurtured. You may like to use sex to nurture your
partners as well. You may also be great at helping to nurture those who are close to
you, if they can accept your physical requirements.

9th - Education You really enjoy long trips and travel as well as deep philosophical discussions to
feel nurtured.

10th - Career People come to you to be nurtured, especially in the workplace. Your own boss and
coworkers may seek you out for nurturing.

11th - Friends You enjoy nurturing others as part of groups, or you like being in groups to be
nurtured.

12th -Mysticism You hide your desires to be nurtured. You may seek out those that are poor, or that
require charity to heal them.

Ceres and planetary aspects
Additional aspects that Ceres makes with planets may appear in your Asteroids Astrology
Reading. These aspects provide additional nuances and color to help you get even more details
from your reading. Read through each of the aspects and see how it colors your overall divine
feminine and your nurturing abilities.  You may want to start a journal of your daily reflections
on astrology. Make sure you include a section on asteroids in your chart, relationships and all of
the other personality qualities you find that are affected by Ceres, as well as the other asteroids
included in this book. Fill in the Ceres Aspects section below for people you know.

Ceres Aspects
Mine:
My Partner:
My Best Friend:
My Father:
My Mother:
My Family:
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Asteroid Pallas Athena – Warrior Goddess
Creative expression and your ability to solve problems
are symbolized by Pallas Athena. Deep wisdom as
well as the ability to see the whole person by
combining masculine and feminine is part of the
warrior Pallas Athena. The goddess Athena is named
Pallas Athena as it represents a title for the Greek
goddess Athena (Pallas is the Greek word for maiden).
So we have Maiden Athena. She was the original
goddess of war and the patron of the arts: sculpture,
weaving, pottery and architecture. She rules over all
relationships between daughters and their fathers. She
can be thought of as symbolizing abusive
relationships, or where there is a power play going on
of one person over another.

Pallas Athena Background
Athena was born from the head of Jupiter (Zeus) and
is the only Goddess without a true mother. She
represents pure wisdom, knowledge and she also symbolizes the perfect form of feminine
expression. Her birth happened when her true mother Metis (wise council) was pregnant with
Athena. She was eaten by an invading god, Zeus (Jupiter) who later gave birth to Pallas Athena
in full armor from his head. There are multiple myths revolving around Pallas Athena’s birth and
some leave out Metis altogether. The myths also contain stories of Athena destroying Pallas and
Medusa when Zeus tricks Athena into a friendly competition that results in Athena killing her
sister Pallas. To help Athena grieve the death of her own sister she places her sister’s name:
Pallas before hers. She was the original goddess of war when androgynous qualities arose as she
struggled to balance her female wisdom with her male warrior energy.

Pallas Athena Astronomy
The asteroid Pallas Athena (maiden Athena) was discovered in March, 1802.

Pallas Athena and Your Emotions
Wisdom and warrior qualities are the primary (and primal) energy of Pallas Athena. You will
find that she creates deep feelings of conquering others, or in restoring power to those who may
be the underdog (or where power is out of balance), especially in sexual situations. Transgender
and 3rd sex experiences can be indicated by her placement in the chart. She represents the great
balance of power between the sexes and is a perfect arbitrator of power.

Pallas Athena and the Astrological Sign
All asteroids will affect you in a specific way based on where the asteroid appears in your
astrological chart (the astrological sign), and which sign that it appears in. The position of Pallas
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Athena has information regarding your creative expression and your problem solving abilities –
and your ability to balance power.

Pallas
Athena Sign

Shadow Meaning

Leo You have an exceptional ability and talent for the arts. You are known for attracting
attention in whatever you do.

Cancer You solve problems best when working on family issues or in partnerships with others.
You may have a knack as a chef, or hotel manager.

Gemini You love the vocal arts. You are most creative when singing, or writing: such as
authoring books, or writing a column.

Taurus You have an artistic sense that is based in the material world. Sculpture, painting or
working with your hands.

Aries You are forceful and driven to succeed as a creative person. You love to come up with
new things and you are always at the forefront of the artistic world.

Pisces Art and design is your primary strength. Your imagination is ‘out of this world’,
though you may be too dreamy to take action.

Aquarius You are really known for inventing new artistic methods. When it comes to working
with others your warrior sense is intuitive.

Capricorn Organization and efficiency are important to you. With other positive alignments in
your chart, you may be an artistic director.

Sagittarius You are a teacher and lover of the arts. You work hard to see things in a large/global
scale and you work hard at helping others, as long as you are leading.

Scorpio You may be obsessed with solving problems and with being creative. So much so, that
you may get stuck at opening yourself up to others creatively. Values and society are
your primary focus.

Libra You handle things perfectly, and with a sense of beauty. You always look for artistic
beauty in things.

Virgo You may obsess over the details of art and may need to open your mind to new things
before you can make the best use of your creativity.

Pallas Athena and The Astrological House
The astrological house that Pallas Athena appears in has an effect on the areas of life that your
creative expression and your ability to solve problems and how they play out. Use the chart
below to understand Pallas Athena’s effect on your chart, or anyone else that you may know.

Pallas Athena’s
House

Meaning

1st - Motivation You have a powerful motivation to express yourself. You may continue trying to
achieve success, no matter what the outcome.

2nd - Possessions You are known for putting your possessions in boxes and you may even give them
up, to help you reach your creative expressive goals.

3rd - Communicate You solve problems, and develop creatively when you are able to take a break from
time to time and take a short trip. You are generally deep into solving daily
problems.
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4th - Family You are excellent at expressing yourself to others creatively when you are at home,
and/or in a home environment.

5th - Pleasure Creativity and games are important to you. You seem to have a knack for solving
problems quickly and then move on to new things. You adore making up games for
your children.

6th - Health You are a real problem solver when it comes to health issues. You like to express
yourself in any manner that focuses on the well-being and care of others close to
you.

7th - Partnerships When it comes to creative expression, you do best in partnerships with others. You
may find that problem solving is enhanced when you have others around you too.

8th - Sex You have a strict attention to personal values. You are expressive, but often it may
involve working with someone else that you are attracted to.

9th - Education You are overly concerned with global problems and less so with your own local
community. When you express yourself you often have the world in mind as your
audience.

10th - Career You are great at solving any new problem, and creatively coming up with new
solutions to old problems. You may need to explore a little, and travel to find
inspiration.

11th - Friends Problem solving is a group project for you. You need friends around, and you enjoy
being creative and having fun when you are with larger groups of friends and you
can share.

12th -Mysticism You are good at identifying when someone is not telling the truth. Creatively, you
work at bringing out the best in others, and doing your own work in hiding.

Pallas Athena and planetary aspects
Additional aspects that Pallas Athena makes with planets may appear in your Asteroids
Astrology Reading. These aspects provide additional nuances and color to help you get even
more details from your reading. Read through each of the aspects and see how it colors your
overall creative expression abilities and your problem solving techniques.  You may want to start
a journal of your daily reflections on astrology. Make sure you include a section on asteroids in
your chart, relationships and all of the other personality qualities you find that are affected by
Ceres, as well as the other asteroids included in this book. Fill in the Pallas Athena Aspects
section below for people you know.

Pallas Athena Aspects
Mine:
My Partner:
My Best Friend:
My Father:
My Mother:
My Family:
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Asteroid Juno – Queen of the Gods
Juno deals with binding commitments, especially in personal
relationships. As an ancient Queen (known as Hera in the
Greek), Juno presided over birth, motherhood and the
reproductive phases. She was seduced by Zeus and married
him out of honor. This resulted in great power struggles over
Zeus and his ability to stay committed to only Juno. As you
can imagine this has a huge effect on how the asteroid Juno
symbolizes the commitment between a married couple.
Because she was made queen and she shared authority duties
with Zeus she came to rule over all issues related to social
relationships: legal marriage, marital commitment and the
fidelity of married partners. This struggle for equality between
her and Zeus have symbolically loaded the asteroid Juno with
characteristics related to power and control issues in
relationships as they relate to fidelity and the ability to find intimacy, as well as the
reconciliation of partners.

Juno Background
Juno was the wife of Zeus (Jupiter). She married Zeus to honor the commitment she felt should
exist between partners, but Zeus did not feel this way and infidelity and power struggles led to
fighting between Juno and Zeus. Because of this fighting and the commitment that Juno kept, she
felt that she was powerless at some level. There was a tendency to cling to old habits, and to
form a new paradigm that would let her live in harmony with Zeus as the two were forced to
share the altar for hundreds of years of conflict between the two divinities.

Juno Astronomy
The asteroid Juno was the 3rd asteroid to be discovered and is one of the larger asteroids in the
asteroid belt. Juno was discovered on September 1, 1804.

Juno and Your Emotions
Binding commitments and personal relationships are the primary (and primal) energy of Juno.
She brings out the feelings that keep you attracted and committed to romantic partners
throughout your life.

Juno and Its Astrological Sign
All asteroids will affect you in a specific way based on where the asteroid appears in your
astrological chart (the astrological sign), and which sign that it appears in. The position of Juno
has information regarding commitments to others and your personal relationships.
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Juno’s Sign Shadow Meaning
Leo You seek a relationship commitment from someone who is creative, unique and

playful. They may be a bit too bossy for you, but you find them irresistible.
Cancer You do best looking for a sensitive, kind and nurturing romantic partner. You have to

watch out, as this can spell disaster if the other aspects in the chart are not harmonious.
Gemini When you seek a committed relationship it must be with someone that talks a lot, and

that says his/her mind.
Taurus You seek someone who may be shy and stoic. Dependability and stability are most

important to you, especially in committed relationships.
Aries You look for someone aggressive, passionate and always on the move when seeking a

committed partner.
Pisces Do not become a martyr to find a partner. You enjoy fantasy, and your imagination

plays a big part in helping you find commitment.
Aquarius You truly look for an eccentric when searching for a committed romantic partner. The

most important aspect to you is that they are unique, independent and ‘zany’.
Capricorn When searching for a committed partner to settle with you look for someone that is an

organizer, or manager. You really fall for the strong silent business executive.
Sagittarius You find a committed partner in a different place. You may search in other countries,

or around the world. The important part is that they be highly educated and that they
enjoy travel.

Scorpio You really like the strong, intense and quiet type for a romantic committed partner.
Sex is important to you, and you find commitment when you are ready to settle down.

Libra You base a lot of your desires for commitment on charm and social graces. You prefer
someone with a strong sense of beauty who also happens to be artistic.

Virgo You strive to find someone that is organized and that works extra hard. You need
someone that takes care of his/her health as well as your own, especially when
searching for commitment in a romantic partner.

Juno and the Astrological House
The astrological house that Juno appears in has an effect on the areas of binding commitment to
others, especially in your personal relationships. Use the chart below to understand Juno’s effect
on your chart, or anyone else that you may know.

Juno’s House Meaning
1st - Motivation You look for a partner and make it the most important part of your life.  You may be

naïve, or like a child when it comes to finding a committed relationship, but once
you do, it’s all you can think about.

2nd - Possessions You may seek out marriage as a way to feel better about your self-confidence and
worth. You may stick around even if the relationship is not working. You may marry
for financial reasons, or you may be incapable of seeing beyond your own
possessions.

3rd - Communicate Communications with others are most important to you and a committed
relationship. You seek it out. You must feel that the relationship can last before
talking about the next step (marriage).

4th - Family You seek out a committed partner who loves the home life. You may settle down
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after marriage and spend all of your time at home.
5th - Pleasure You love a creative and playful partner and you seek someone like this as a

committed partner. You may love to play more than work.
6th - Health You may be married to your work, rather than seeking a committed relationship or

you may end up marrying a co-worker! You are only truly committed when you find
someone as interested in health and healing as you are.

7th - Partnerships You cannot live without a committed relationship, even if it is co-dependent. You
may get into a relationship that is only based on your marriage, and lacking in what
you need to truly grow.

8th - Sex Sex and all of its trappings are your primary wishes in a committed relationship. You
may be considered as a possession to your partner, though in the end your
partnership may change you completely.

9th - Education Travel and long trips, and discussions are required for you in a committed
relationship. You may find and marry a foreigner.

10th - Career You find that your committed partner helps you in your career and with your social
level. However, you may feel that you cannot get out of the marriage because of the
consequences that may result.

11th - Friends You enjoy your friends more than anything, and you may end up marrying one. You
may also find that social causes and country clubs are where you spend your time.

12th -Mysticism You may have an attraction to someone that is not the best for you, or they may
require your help throughout the committed relationship.

Juno and planetary aspects
Additional aspects that Juno makes with planets may appear in your Asteroids Astrology
Reading. These aspects provide additional nuances and color to help you get even more details
from your reading. Read through each of the aspects and see how it colors your desire and your
wishes for a committed partnership.  You may want to start a journal of your daily reflections on
astrology. Make sure you include a section on asteroids in your chart, committed relationships
and all of the other personality qualities you find that are affected by Juno, as well as the other
asteroids included in this book. Fill in the Juno Aspects section below for people you know.

Juno Aspects
Mine:
My Partner:
My Best Friend:
My Father:
My Mother:
My Family:

Asteroid Vesta – Goddess of the Hearth
Vesta outlines your sexual expression (in its spiritual form). From the ancient Greek: Hestia, she
was born from the Olympic deities: Kronos (her father) and Rhea (her mother). Because she was
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unwilling to marry, she was handed the keys to her home (Mount Olympus) by Zeus. Vesta
stayed at home and rarely left Mount Olympus, she was known for welcoming others back on
their homecomings, as well as her unconditional love and acceptance of others. She was the
keeper of the flame (hearth). The Olympic torch flame symbolizes the living flame in modern
times.

Vesta Background
Vesta represents the sacred flame. In early
societies (which worshipped the feminine).
The priestesses that honored her tried to
maintain a connection to the spiritual, in
physical life, by tending to a sacred flame
that they watched day and night. To help
others stay aware of the divine (spiritual)
essence of sex they offered themselves in
sacred sexual union. Their sons were usually
all conceived during the ceremonial summer
solstice celebrations and it was often not
known which priestess was the mother. This
changed during Roman times when a new
patriarchal civilization required them to
maintain celibacy instead (as Vestal Virgins). If the vows were broken they were put to death.
The sacred flame is also seen in the yogic tradition with kundalini. The kundalini is often
referred to as a flame where it rises from the lower chakras into the upper chakras to bring about
enlightenment.  Vesta is sometimes seen to represent both the spiritual side of sex as well as the
physical side, though I see it as symbolizing sexuality in general and the way you express it, to
yourself, and others whether it is sexual union, or spiritual enlightenment.

Vesta Astronomy
Vesta was the fourth asteroid discovered, on March 29, 1807. Vesta was found in the
constellation Virgo. When the sky is cloudless, Vesta is very bright and can be seen with the
naked eye.

Vesta and Your Emotions
Sexuality and its’ forms of expression (especially the spiritual side) are the meaning of Vesta in
your chart. Vesta brings out issues related to your sexuality and how it is expressed, as well as to
the inner spiritual form of awakening that may arise. She may also represent the deep sacrifices
that you give up when you follow a more spiritual path (abstinence). Vesta may not be the raw or
animal driven sexuality (that is usually outlined by Pluto, Scorpio, or Mars), but it is the
sexuality of choice (whether sex is important to you, or not) and how you express that to others.
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Vesta and It’s Astrological Sign
All asteroids will affect you in a specific way based on where the asteroid appears in your
astrological chart (the astrological sign), and which sign that it appears in. The position of Vesta
has a lot to show you about your personal sexual expression and your spiritual connection to
sexuality.

Vesta’s Sign Shadow Meaning
Leo Your creativity and self-expression are most important to you when you give yourself

to another. You are most comfortable when you are in control.
Cancer The home and domestic matters are where your true heart lies. You are intuitive and

emotional in your sexual expression.
Gemini You like to talk, and to hear your name, especially when being seduced. You are a take

charge person: as long as you can speak, or express yourself freely, you are happy.
Taurus You focus and find pleasure in your sexual expression. You may be slow, but you are

persistent when it comes to attracting a partner.
Aries You are intent and sharply focused when expressing yourself sexually. You certainly

are driven and active when it comes to getting what you want.
Pisces Dreams and imagination suit your sexual world just fine.  You enjoy the fantasy side

of sexual expression.
Aquarius You truly enjoy being with friends when you express yourself sexually. You may need

to feel that you are with a friend before anything happens.
Capricorn You are the ultimate organizer when it comes to sexual expression. You are the one in

control, and you like it that way.
Sagittarius You are enthusiastic and love adventure, and travel when expressing yourself. You

love a partner that is from another country.
Scorpio You like to keep things secret as long as you can. You may be uncomfortable letting

someone know that you love them. You have to be in charge.
Libra You love your partners. You enjoy being with those you feel close to you, in an artistic

sense, before you can express yourself sexually.
Virgo The details are what get you excited. You look for things to be perfect, and then you

consider your sexuality.
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Vesta and the Astrological House
The astrological house that Vesta appears in has an effect on the sexual expression in your life,
as well as how you show that ‘sexual side’ to others. Use the chart below to understand Vesta’s
effect on your chart, or anyone else that you may know.

Vesta’s House Meaning
1st - Motivation You may need considerable time alone before you can accept someone close to you.

You are motivated to be with someone, but on your terms.
2nd - Possessions There is a strong need for you to get away from others, especially if you are working

with them. You do fine in close relationships and expressions are not a problem,
though you may play up to your partner on financial/material terms.

3rd - Communicate You need to communicate with your partner to express yourself fully. You may talk
a lot, or require it to allow yourself to be interested in someone. Communication is
most important to you and how you relate to others, especially sexually.

4th - Family You have a desire to feel like someone is family before you can accept them into
your life sexually. You love being with your family, but you need to feel this from
romantic partners too.

5th - Pleasure You enjoy all forms of pleasure: games, hobbies and more, but with a little too much
passion. You will need to get away from it all from time-to-time to feel better.
You’re a charmer when it comes to expressing yourself sexually.

6th - Health You may love your work, but you have to get away from it often, just to feel alive.
You get more intense when you express your health wishes and desire to others. You
only like to be with, and hang around with, those that are just like you.

7th - Partnerships You love being with others, but you need your own space too. You cannot survive
without getting away often.

8th - Sex Your passion is to have sex often. But, you cannot deal with it when others demand
things from you. You need to make sure you are the organizer and in control.

9th - Education You enjoy learning new things, and trying out new things often. Sexual expression is
important to you, but only if you feel you are connected to your partner romantically,
and spiritually.

10th - Career You enjoy your career, but you are the ultimate rebel from time to time: having to
get away from everyone and anyone. You particularly despise your boss at times. In
relationships you may enjoy fantasizing to increase your sexual expression.

11th - Friends You seek out others as friends, before you let them see who you are inside. You
must find a spiritual connection or partnership before expressing yourself sexually.

12th -Mysticism You are always looking for ways to make things mysterious, for your partner, and
yourself. Others may find that you are a spiritual guru. Sexual expression comes
naturally to you, but only when it has a sense of mystery.

Vesta and planetary aspects
Additional aspects that Vesta makes with planets may appear in your Asteroids Astrology
Reading. These aspects provide additional nuances and color to help you get even more details
from your reading. Read through each of the aspects and see how it colors your sexual
expression your spiritual link to your sexuality. You may want to start a journal of your daily
reflections on astrology. Make sure you include a section on asteroids in your chart, relationships
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and all of the other personality qualities you find that are affected by Vesta, as well as the other
asteroids included in this book. Fill in the Vesta Aspects section below for people you know.

Vesta Aspects
Mine:
My Partner:
My Best Friend:
My Father:
My Mother:
My Family:

Conclusion
I hope that you found all of the shadows of your personality and
anyone else that you were interested in. You can use this book to
lookup your friends, relatives and partners to help you uncover even
more details about them.

If you wish to purchase an Asteroids Astrology Reading for even
more specific details follow the link. If you feel you need further
direction in understanding and determining more about yourself, or
others close to you consider an Astrology reading, Numerology
reading or Tarot reading to help you along the way.

Please feel free to contact me personally at TheDreamtime.com if
you have further questions, or comments about this report.  You can
contact me using our Contact Us page located at:
http://www.thedreamtime.com/Astrologer-Contact.html

Credits
Some pictures courtesy of NASA: http://www.nasa.gov
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